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Transitions



When Stephanie Healy doesn't show up for choir practice, the team heads in to investigate and soon learns Stephanie had recently had a fight with her boyfriend. While speaking with Eddie, the team is shocked to learn that Stephanie used to be Stephen Patrick Healy. Convinced that the truth to what is happening in Stephanie's present lies in her past, the team investigates who Stephen was. Vivian has trouble hiding her worsening problems from the team, and is upset that Martin has been talking to Sam about his suspicions.
Quest roles:
Stephanie Venditto(Lisa Harris), Dale Midkiff(Eddie Ferguson), Eileen Ryan(Maura O'Connell), Brian Tee(Kirk), Sandra Nelson(Stephanie Healy), Eric Lange(Warren Stipe), Michael Fairman(Thomas Healy), Joseph C. Phillips(Marcus Johnson), Jamie McShane(Robert Healy), Kevin Rankin(Larry Schneider), Sandy Martin(Iris Healy), Carlease Burke(Alicia Kline), Tony Pasqualini(Vernon Metzer), Scott Waara(Bartender), James C. Victor(Stephen Healy), Michael Toland(Dwight), Peter Story(Lab Tech)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
31 March 2005, 00:00
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